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The formula for the attenuation of a coaxial line loaded continuously

with magnetic materials involves, after a change of variables, only three

parameters, even when the effect of dielectric losses is included. If the di-

mensions of the line have their optimum values, the attenuation is a function

of only two parameters. The relation is exhibited both graphically and ana-

lytically, in forms which can be applied to practical problems. A simple

numerical example is given to illustrate the use of the formula.

INTRODUCTION

The development of ferrite materials having high permeability and

low loss at high frequencies has raised again the question of continuous

loading of coaxial cables. The question is one of many treated in a recent

thorough paper on loading by P. M. Prache. 1
'
2 He considers, among

other things, cables loaded with coaxial cylinders of magnetic material,

and attacks the problem of minimizing the attenuation through the

regulation of various free parameters.

The present paper is another attempt to find the conditions under

which attenuation in a loaded coaxial cable is a minimum.3 It differs

from the previous attempts in several respects. First, a drastic set of

changes of variable makes the problem much easier to manage mathe-

matically. Second, the resulting simplification makes it possible to in-

clude the effect of dielectric loss in the loading material. Third, a de-

tailed analysis of magnetic losses, such as found in Prache's paper, is

ignored and losses are described in terms of Q, the ratio of peak energy

stored to energy lost per radian. Special assumptions about the joint re-

strictions on Q and the permeability (or dielectric, constant, as the case

may be) are reserved for later steps in the analysis.

This paper is entirely theoretical. The results indicate that substan-

tial reductions in attenuation are possible at frequencies of a few mega-

cycles with magnetic materials having a pQ product {p = relative per-
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meability) of 104
. Whether this is worth while practically is another

matter. For example, ferrites having a pQ product greater than 104 and

p less than 100 have been made,4 but these are brittle and rigid. String-

ing beads of ferrite or assembling split cylinders about a center wire are

quite conceivable, but the mechanical difficulties are enough to dampen

the enthusiasm of anyone designing for manufacture. Nevertheless, the

analysis in this paper provides a sound basis for comparing the electrical

characteristics of various loading methods as they became available, and

provides quantitative information about dimensions and electrical prop-

erties required if new loading materials are sought.

Fig. 1 — Schematic cross section of a coaxial transmission line loaded with
magnetic material. The diameters of the inner and outer conductors are d and D,
respectively. The inner and outer diameters of the cylinder of loading material

are di and Z>i , respectively.

CABLE STRUCTURE AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

A cross section of the cable is shown in Fig. 1. The diameter of the

inner conductor is d, and the (inside) diameter of the outer conductor is

D. The inside and outside diameters of the loading cylinder are di and

Di . The main dielectric has dielectric constant «o and permeability mo ,

and the loading material has dielectric constant e in the radial direction

and permeability n in the tangential direction. (Other components of n

and e are not important to the problem; the material may as well be as-

sumed isotropic. However, if the shell has air-gaps, the effective dielec-

tric constant and permeability are not in fact isotropic.) The permea-

bility of the loading material relative to that of the main dielectric is

defined as*

V =
Mil

and the reciprocal of the dielectric constant of the loading material rela-

The notation used in this paper is due mostly to Prache, Reference 2.
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tive to that of the main dielectric is defined as

to

q = -.
e

Notice that c and /i need not be the dielectric constant and permea-

bility of free space. It will turn out that the various diameters d, d\ , D\

and D are not individually important, but their ratios are. Accordingly

we adopt the notation

v D

D,

dx

A convenient equivalent circuit of a unit length of line is represented

T
Lj L n Lm R "n

-nsw—nprv—''W—v\A/—WV^>

Fig. 2 — Equivalent circuit of a unit length of magnetically loaded line.

in Fig. 2. The series elements are Lr , the inductance due to magnetic

fields between d and rfi ; L„ , the inductance due to fields between dx and

D\ ; Ru , the loss associated with L„ ; L1U , the inductance due to

fields between D x and D; and R , the series conductor resistance. The

shunt elements are (7, , the capacitance due to electric fields between d

and di ; Cu , the capacitance due to electric fields between di and A ;

Gn , the loss conductance associated with Cu ; and Cm , the capacitance

due to fields between D x and D. The main dielectric is assumed to be free

of loss, and the frequency is assumed high enough so that all current

flow is at the surface of the conductors. The resulting expressions are:

T Mo i
d\

T n . Di pno , Di

r Mo , D
Lm = F- log jc-

,
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1 _ 1
lo

<h

Ci 2ireo d

and

_L = _L lo 5.1 = _«_ lo --1

Cu 2ire di 27reo di

1 1 D
(7m 2t«o -Di

The losses are evaluated through the relations

Ru = 2wflm
Q'

and

Gn = 2irfCu
Q"

"

It is convenient to define the "Q" of the unloaded line as

Q
_ mo/ log (D/d)

Ro

so that

2irfL
Ro =

Q

The inductance L is simply the inductance per unit length which the

line would have if it contained no loading material.

The various components of series impedance and shunt admittance are

easily added to make an equivalent circuit with one series inductance L,

one series resistance R, one shunt capacitance C, and one shunt conduct-

ance G, as in Fig. 3. Here

L = Lx + L„ + Lin >

and

= jp [log (N/n) + V log n),

R = Ro 4" ^ii >

27r/ /io , , T i

27r/ p/xo

,

" T S log W + ~Q 2T
log "'

= /«[llogiV + |log„].
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L R
-i 15W^ .',*•,-

i
Fig. 3 — Simplified equivalent circuit of a unit length of magnetically loaded

line.

If Q" is assumed to be large compared to unity, then

i = I + i- + i,
C Ci On Cm

= s— [log(N/n) + q log n],

and

G = 2tt/

1

Q"

2tt/

_Ci On wii_

2w€oq log ?i

- !

Q" [log (iV/n) + ?logw]2
'

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

The propagation constant and characteristic impedance of the line arc

easily described in terms of R, L, C and G. In fact, to a first approxi-

mation

Zo = characteristic impedance

C

/3 = phase constant

= wy/LC

a = attenuation per unit length

= ^TL +
2 V C'

•i

It is easy to show that

Z"
= h j/« ^°* WM + V log n][log (N/n) + 9 log n],
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and

/3 = wVjuoeo
log (N/n) + q log n

We shall devote more attention to the attenuation-per-unit-length a.

Substituting values for R, L, C and G, one finds

log (N/n) + p log to

«- /
f[s u* w + #

1<*"

27TV eo/MO

V[log(AT/n) + p log n][log(JV/») + q log to]

2irf 2ire q log TO 1
i

/i„

+
2Q" [log (N/n) + g log to]

2 2tt y eo

V[log (N/n) + p log w][log (N/n) + g log to].

The factor 7r/VWo is common to both terms. In fact, a little reflec-

tion about the unloaded line (set Q' = Q" = <x>
, p = q = 1) shows that

for the unloaded line

a — *fV>Mneo
Q

Now make a change of variable

Then

log iV/log n + q — 1
__

i = fa-Wd, + l)"
1 '2 + „"»(„ + !)-" + „„,-/»(„ + I)

1 '2

,

a

a

where

and

fc = -—?+ (Q/Q')~-^—,
p - q p - q

m = (Q/Q") _i_.

Note that the effect of magnetic loss is included in k, and the effect of

dielectric loss in m.
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OPTIMUM DIMENSIONS FOR MINIMUM ATTENUATION

Iii the ordinary case where the conductor resistance Ro is simply

ohmic skin resistance, Q is a well-known function of D and JV:

Q =
1

i N Vtto-mo/,

where a is the conductivity of the conducting material. For fixed D, the

maximum value of Q, and hence the minimum value of a occurs when

1 + N = N log N,

or

N = 3.59.

If v is kept constant (e.g., by keeping log N/\og n constant) this also

yields the lowest value of a. Hence, unless some mechanical or dimen-

sional restraint limits n, the value JV = 3.59 is the optimum for attenu-

ation reduction whether loading is used or not.

If we now regard Q, Q', Q", p, q, d, di and Di as independent param-

eters, we find that all of the new variables are independent of the di-

mensions save v. Hence it is possible to find the optimum dimensions of

the line by differentiating with respect to v, and setting the derivative

equal to zero. After solving for v, the result is

_ fc-j-5ro-j- \/fc2 — \4:mk + m 2 + 12m
V

2(1 - 2k - 2m)

It is necessary to reject the root with the negative radical, because v is

always a positive number. Unfortunately, the expression for a becomes

rather complicated if this value is substituted for v. The result is

«. = £ (l - k)(k - ro) + | (1 - *)0b - ro+ V)

8(1 - k)(k - ro)
2

«ii-

+
9(A - m + V~)'

_ 8(1 - k)(2k - 2m+ V )

2

9(fc - ro + y/~)

8 n LVi ^ 2(fc- ro)
3^f8 n ^ i

2(fc - m)a
1 /-

= -(1 - fc)(* - ro) ~
27m

+
I 9 (1 " « + 27m J

V '

where

y/~ = ^/f- 1 - 14roA: + roa + 12m.
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Of these, the first seems to be suited to general computation, and the

second to slide rule computation. The third form is indeterminate when
m = 0, which is just the region which it is desirable to investigate. How-
ever, if special relations between k and m are assumed, then some easy

results are available. For example, suppose dielectric loss can be neg-

lected, i.e., assume m = 0. Then

£L = fer
w

(» + ir
1/2 + v

l,2
(v + i)-

1/2
.

A family of these curves for various values of k is plotted in Fig. 4. The
minimum occurs when

v = k

1 - 2k

and has the value

«o
= 2-\A(l - fc).

This curve is the lowest curve in Fig. 5.

To include the effect of dielectric loss, one can assume a fixed value of

oc

V \

\ U-*^
-.-Jr

""*
0.2

.

\ /V/
/
/
/

• 0^_-

a V^ k

LOCUS OF MINIMA

Fig. 4 — Reduction of attenuation in a magnetically loaded line in terms of the
normalized dimension parameter v and the normalized magnetic loss parameter k.

For each fixed k, the value of v yielding minimum attenuation is shown.
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Fig. 5 — Maximum reduction of attenuation in a magnetically loaded line in

terms of the magnetic loss parameter k and the dielectric loss parameter in of the

magnetic material.

m and proceed as before. The result is a family of curves of a/ao versus

k for fixed values of m. Such a family is plotted on Fig. 5 for various

values of m. These data may be replotted as in Fig. 6 to show m versus

k for constant a/a . This family of curves is useful to show the extent

to which one kind of loss can be traded for another. As a/a decreases,

the slope of the curves decreases. This means that the role of m, and

hence of dielectric loss, is becoming more and more important compared

to that of /.-, which includes magnetic loss.

REDUCTION IN ATTENUATION WITH OPTIMUM DESIGN

If all dimensions have their optimum values, then the reduction in

attenuation can be described in terms of two variables only, A; and m.

If, furthermore, dielectric loss is known to be negligible, for each value

of a there is a unique value of k, and

fc-i^+l P = f
fe)

1 - Vl - («/«o)'
2

p — q Q' p — q
J
\ao/ 2

If we assume that p is large compared to q, this reduces to

1 , Q 1 - Vl - (tt/ao) 2

V
Q'~ 2
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Fig. 6 — The relation between dielectric loss parameter m and magnetic loss

parameter k for which the maximum possible reduction of attenuation is the same,
plotted for several different values of attenuation reduction.

If we assume further the old rule of thumb that pQ' equals a constant

for different types of cores made from the same type of material, then

the lowest value of a is found when

VVf
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Then

ft =2 i/3Lk ~ 2 V PQ"

and

\ogN_ = t
2

log n 1-2 VQ/pQ'

if pQ' is large compared to Q. These results, and their counterparts in-

volving q explicitly, were found by Prache.2 They have been criticized

on the ground that pQ' is not a constant for all types of materials. It is

clear, however, that the minimum value of a arrived at from the above

formula is nearly correct, even if p deviates rather widely from \/pQ'/Q,

whereas the value of log AT/log n required to realize the minimum at-

tenuation will be altered. In fact, if p > ^pQ'/Q, log N/\og n > 3,

i.e., the shell of loading material is thinner than before. It is unlikely in

practical cases that we should want to use p < 's/pQ'/Q, but if we did,

a thicker shell of loading material would be required.

The analogous approximation when dielectric loss is not neglected is:

,c

v
+

<r

Q q

It is clear from the graphs that if the loading material has dielectric

losses, then one should use a thinner shell of material having higher p.

The relative variation of p, Q' and Q", the relative permeability and the

magnetic and dielectric
UQ" respectively, in one general type of ma-

terial has not been described in detail, and probably no concise approxi-

mation like (pQ' = constant) exists which involves all three. It must be

borne in mind furthermore that k and m involve Q and hence depend on

the dimensions of the line. For a given line size one could compute k and

m for known magnetic materials and deduce from Fig. 5 or Fig. 6 whether

it is worth while to load the line with any particular material.

All of the reasoning on previous pages applies, with appropriate modi-

fication, to the continuous loading of any transmission link whose cross-

section is a conformal transformation of a circular annulus. This broad

class includes any uniform transmission line having just two conductors.

Some examples are given in the author's patent. 3

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Suppose for the sake of a numerical example that dielectric losses are

negligible, (hat pQ' = 104 for the loading material to be used, that the
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conductors are made of copper, and that the dielectric constant of the

loading material is high. At frequencies such that the skin depth of cur-

rents is small compared to conductor thickness,

q = (zy3.59)v^ST;

where a is conductivity and all quantities are in MKS units. For copper

a = 58. 10 6 mho/meter,

and for most dielectrics

no = 12.57 X 10~ 7 henry/meter.

Then

Q = 4.23 Dy/j

when D is in meters and /in cycles per second. If D is measured in inches

and / in megacycles per second, then

Q = 107AnV5Us

The optimum value of p is

10 _ . . 7._i/2--l/4
p =

vio7d- r
= /-"

v lUll/m./mcps

and k has the value

Then
V

- = 2 V0.368D^2

/mc
4

Ps(l - 0.368Z^
2

/n'Cp 8).

The resulting curves are plotted on Fig. 7 for D = I", \
h
', \", and to",

for values of / between 100 kilocycles per second and 10 megacycles per

second. It is clear from these curves that the improvement attainable in

a one-inch line is modest over this frequency range, but that worthwhile

improvements can be attained in a to" cable even at many megacycles.

The effect of dielectric loss might be included thus: Take the 0.25"

line at 1 megacycle per second. Imagine that Q" is constant, say, and

that, e.g.

Q" = 200,

q = 0.10.
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Fig. 7 — Maximum possible reduction in attenuation by magnetic loading with

material having a pQ' product of 10 4 for copper coaxial lines of various diameters,

plotted as a function of frequency.

Then

Q - 85 - 0425

Q q

Q v

_ 0.0425

V

Neglecting the dielectric loss we find

p = 5.44 Z)-^
2

/mcps = 10.9.

Hence

m S 0.0040.

From I'ig. 5 it is easy to see that a/a is increased from 0.78 to about

0.81 by the dielectric loss. A little experimentation with different values

of p shows that this is very nearly the optimum. If, on the other hand,

e.g.,

Q" = 20,
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then

0.425
m = ,

V

and a/a is increased from 0.78 to 0.90. This can be reduced to 0.88 by

choosing p = 20.
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